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Abstract

In this paper we describe a double-ended (i.e. reference-based or intrusive) approach to objective quality estimation of synthetic speech that uses a linear regression model whose parameters can easily be interpreted. The model was trained and evaluated on English data from the 2008 to 2013 Blizzard Challenges (BC) [1], which is the largest publically available resource of listener-evaluated synthetic speech. To our knowledge, this is the first attempt to train and evaluate a speech quality predictor on the whole data set. Predicting the naturalness of the different participating systems in the BC is not an easy task because some of the systems are quite close in quality. Our best results correspond to a Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.60 and 0.84 for sentences and systems, respectively, using a leave-one-system-out evaluation, which by far outperformed the ITU-T standard PESQ [2] for double-ended speech quality evaluation on this data.

Index Terms: speech-quality prediction, speech synthesis, intrusive quality assessment, Blizzard Challenge

1. Introduction

The quality of synthetic speech is usually evaluated in listening experiments [3] [4]. Objective measurements of speech quality are an attractive alternative to these experiments [5] because they are cost-efficient, repeatable and they can run without human interaction. The main idea in this paper is to use listener’s responses to train models that mimic human perception to map a number of acoustic features of the input speech to an output rating.

Varying successes were reported for assessing the quality of synthetic speech with standardized algorithms optimized for degraded natural speech (e.g. [6] [7] [8] [9] [10]). Synthetic speech is not simply a case of degraded natural speech due to different types of distortions and unnatural prosody. Specialized approaches (e.g. [11] [12]) therefore seem more appropriate.

Inspired by [13], we propose a simple, easily interpretable, linear model to estimate the quality of synthetic speech. The model is based on the degradation of the demiphones of the synthetic speech when compared to the corresponding demiphones of the reference signal. The 309 parameters of our model are trained using data from the BC [14] [1], a yearly held synthesis challenge that compares the quality of speech synthesizers on common speech data. The BC ratings are the largest publically available resource of listener-evaluated synthetic speech.

To our knowledge, only 3 studies have used subsets of this data ([7], [15] and [16]). Note that predicting the naturalness of the different participating systems in the BC is not an easy task because some of the systems are quite close in quality.

2. Training data

We used only US and UK English synthesized speech that received a naturalness rating on a 5-point rating scale and for which a corresponding natural reference signal was available. All data from the sub-challenges (the “spoke”-challenges) was ignored, e.g. synthesized speech in noise (BC 2010) and synthesis that was produced by a simulated telephone line (BC 2009). Some of the remaining samples could not be used because the sample could not be automatically segmented or the required acoustic parameters could not be extracted. These problems were typically due to concatenation artifacts or weird noises in the synthesized speech. They affected only a very small percentage of all available samples and most samples could be processed automatically without any problem. A summary of the data used for training and evaluation can be found in Table 1.

The data consist of 272 unique test sentences. We always ignored system A of each BC edition, because it represents the natural speech version that we have used as a reference in our experiments.

2.1. Ratings

The ratings were given on a 5-point scale between 1 (unnatural) and 5 (natural). All speech samples taken into account received multiple naturalness ratings. In almost all cases, at least one subject disagreed with the other subjects and often the variance amongst subjects was quite large. Our approach requires a single rating for training and testing. We assume that individual factors that influence the rating, such as motivation, expectations, etc. are leveled out through aggregation of the ratings of multiple subjects. In our experiments we have used both the mean and the median as the representative rating of a synthetic speech sample. The median is able to cope well with outliers and results in a discrete aggregated value. The mean on the other hand results in a continuous value.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th># Samples</th>
<th># Ratings</th>
<th># Systems</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>RogerM</td>
<td>1524</td>
<td>16026</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>RogerM</td>
<td>676</td>
<td>5473</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>RogerM</td>
<td>578</td>
<td>5226</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>JGS</td>
<td>560</td>
<td>5243</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>NancyF</td>
<td>454</td>
<td>8357</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>JGS</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>5503</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>CBUS</td>
<td>628</td>
<td>7861</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Summary of BC data to train and evaluate the objective quality estimation algorithm. M: Male; F: Female.
2.2. Segmentation
All speech samples were segmented and labeled into phonemes. We used the SPRAAK [17] in forced alignment mode to generate this segmentation. No external speech data or acoustic models were used. The training of the acoustic models was bootstrapped using flat-start labeling (i.e. the initial labels were evenly distributed over the whole utterance). The target text that was used as input to generate the test sentences was supplied by the BC organizers. This text was converted into a phonemic transcription using the RP and General American variants of the Unisyn lexicon [18]. Missing entries in the lexicon were manually added. Optional silences could be inserted between each word, and at the beginning and end of an utterance. Separate context-independent models were constructed, using all the samples that share a same speaker and BC edition. Enough data was available to obtain models with sufficiently good accuracy for forced alignment, except for the 2010 Roger samples. We therefore segmented these using the 2009 Roger acoustic models.

2.3. Acoustic features
The majority of the systems entered in the competitions submitted 16 kHz synthetic speech. Since 2011, speech recordings with a higher sampling frequency (48 kHz) were distributed to the participating teams and they were allowed to submit samples with these higher sample rates. 48 kHz samples were therefore downsampled to 16 kHz before extracting the acoustic parameters.

Acoustic features were extracted every 5ms. We combined the output of three pitch determination algorithms (PDAs) [19]: RAPT [20], MulticueF0 [21] and SWIPE [22]. The F0 value at a particular position was taken to be the median of the output of the three PDAs at that position. Default settings of each PDA were used, but the F0 range (minimum and maximum allowable F0) was adapted according to the speaker. A suitable F0 range was found automatically by the procedure described in [23]. STRAIGHT [24] (legacy Matlab version STRAIGHT40Pcode) was used in order to obtain a smooth, high-quality spectral representation of the speech signal. This spectrum was converted into 50 mel-generalized coefficients [25] with \( \alpha = 0.42 \) and \( \gamma = 0 \) using SPTK 3.7 [26]. These parameters were fixed for all speakers.

3. Linear regression model
3.1. Demiphone degradation
We use a linear regression model to estimate the local degradation \( D_{local}(s^k, r^l) \) of the \( k \)th demiphone \( s^k \) of a synthetic utterance and the corresponding \( l \)th demiphone \( r^l \) of the natural reference. This degradation is estimated by looking at differences in spectrum, log F0 and duration and is calculated as:

\[
D_{local}(s^k, r^l) = D_{dur}(s^k, r^l) + D_{LF0}(s^k, r^l) + D_{spec}(s^k, r^l) + W_0
\]

(1)

with the functions \( D_{dur}, D_{LF0} \) and \( D_{spec} \) measuring the local degradation in terms of duration, log F0 and spectrum, respectively. Each of these functions consists of a weighted sum, while the constant \( W_0 \) serves as the intercept. Notice that we deliberately avoided the term (sub)distance here. The functions that we describe here do not comply with the formal definition of a distance, such as being symmetrical. One reason why they are not symmetrical is that we can use different weights for “positive” and “negative” degradation, with “positive” degradations occurring if a reference parameter value is larger than that of the synthesis and “negative” degradations occurring if a reference parameter value is smaller than that of the synthesis.

3.1.1. Duration
Let \( dur(s^k) \) and \( dur(r^l) \) be the duration of the demiphones \( s^k \) and \( r^l \), respectively, measured in seconds. The duration degradation is calculated as:

\[
D_{dur}(s^k, r^l) = w_{dur}^+ \cdot D_{dur}^+(s^k, r^l) \cdot H(dur(r^l) - dur(s^k)) + w_{dur}^- \cdot D_{dur}^-(s^k, r^l) \cdot H(dur(s^k) - dur(r^l))
\]

(2)

\[
D_{dur}^+(s^k, r^l) = \frac{\left| dur(s^k) - dur(r^l) \right|}{dur(r^l)}
\]

(3)

with \( H() \) the Heaviside function and \( w_{dur}^+ \) and \( w_{dur}^- \) trainable weights.

3.1.2. log F0
We look at static and dynamic (\( \Delta \) and \( \Delta \Delta \)) features to calculate the log F0 degradation. Undefined values (e.g. unvoiced frames, frames occurring at voiced/unvoiced borders in case of dynamic features) are set to a constant value (-1.0E+10) and are ignored in the calculation of the log F0 degradation. The \( i \)th \( \Delta \) feature of a parameter trajectory \( f_i, i = 1 \ldots N \) with length \( N \) is defined as \( f_i^\Delta = f_i + \Delta f_i \), while the \( i \)th \( \Delta \Delta \) feature is defined as \( f_i^{\Delta \Delta} = f_{i+2} - 2 \cdot f_i + f_{i-2} \). Let \( f_{LF0}^L, f_{LF0}^\Delta \) and \( f_{LF0}^{\Delta \Delta} \) be the static and dynamic log F0 contours with length \( N_f \) of the demiphone \( s^k \). Similarly, let \( g_{LF0}, g_{LF0}^\Delta \) and \( g_{LF0}^{\Delta \Delta} \) be the static and dynamic log F0 contours with length \( N_g \) of the reference demiphone \( r^l \). Let \( f_{LF0}^L \) be the warped log F0 contour so that its duration matches the duration of the reference \( g_{LF0}^L \). Similarly, warped log F0 contours are constructed for all reference and dynamic log F0 contours. The log F0 degradation is then calculated as

\[
D_{LF0}(s^k, r^l) = w_{LF0}^+ \cdot D_{LF0}^+(f_{LF0}^L, g_{LF0}^L, f_{LF0}^\Delta, g_{LF0}^\Delta) + w_{LF0}^- \cdot D_{LF0}^-(f_{LF0}^L, g_{LF0}^L, f_{LF0}^\Delta, g_{LF0}^\Delta)
\]

(4)

\[
D_{LF0}^+(f_{LF0}^L, g_{LF0}^L, f_{LF0}^\Delta, g_{LF0}^\Delta) = \hat{D}_{LF0}^+(f, g) + \hat{D}_{LF0}(g, f)
\]

(5)

\[
D_{LF0}^-(f_{LF0}^L, g_{LF0}^L, f_{LF0}^\Delta, g_{LF0}^\Delta) = \hat{D}_{LF0}^+(g, f) + \hat{D}_{LF0}(f, g)
\]

(6)

\[
\hat{D}_{LF0}^+(f, g) = \frac{1}{N_f} \sum_{i=1}^{N_f} \left\{ \frac{|f_i - g_i|}{f_i > 0 \& g_i > 0 \& g_i > f_i} \right\}
\]

(7)

\[
\hat{D}_{LF0}^-(f, g) = \frac{1}{N_f} \sum_{i=1}^{N_f} \left\{ \frac{|f_i - g_i|}{f_i > 0 \& g_i > 0 \& g_i < f_i} \right\}
\]

(8)

\[
\begin{align*}
D_{LF0}(s^k, r^l) &= \frac{1}{N_f} \sum_{i=1}^{N_f} \left\{ \frac{|f_i - g_i|}{f_i > 0 \& g_i > 0 \& g_i < f_i} \right\} \\
\end{align*}
\]

(8)

\[
\begin{align*}
&\text{with } w_{LF0}^+, w_{LF0}^-, w_{LF0}^+_{\Delta}, w_{LF0}^+_{\Delta \Delta}, w_{LF0}^-_{\Delta}, w_{LF0}^-_{\Delta \Delta} \text{ and } w_{LF0}^+_{\Delta \Delta}, w_{LF0}^-_{\Delta \Delta} \text{ trainable weights.}
\end{align*}
\]

\[1\text{We use simple linear interpolation to modify the log F0 contour. We believe that the benefits of using a more accurate warping path are probably quite small due to the small size of the demiphone units.}\]
3.1.3. Spectrum

The spectral degradation is calculated similarly as the calculation of the F0 degradation, except that unvoiced frames are taken into account too. Let $f_{\text{spec},j}$ and $g_{\text{spec},j}$ be the $j^{th}$ spectral trajectory of the demiphone $s^n$ and reference demiphone $r^n$, respectively. We assumed that the spectral representation has diagonal covariance, and calculated the spectral degradation as the sum of the degradations for each individual spectral trajectory:

$$D_{\text{spec}}(s^n, r^n) = \sum_{j=1}^{m_{\text{spec}}} D_{\text{spec},j}(s^n, r^n)$$

with $m_{\text{spec}}$ the order of the spectrum. Both static and dynamic ($\Delta$ and $\Delta\Delta$) features are taken into account:

$$D_{\text{spec},j}(s^n, r^n) = w_{\text{spec},j}^+ D_{\text{spec},j}(f_{\text{spec},j}, g_{\text{spec},j}) + w_{\text{spec},j}^{-} D_{\text{spec},j}(f_{\text{spec},j}, g_{\text{spec},j})$$

(10)

with $w_{\text{spec},j}^+$ and $w_{\text{spec},j}^-$ the weights.

3.2. Quality prediction

There does not always exist a one-to-one phonemic correspondence between the reference phonemes and those of the synthesis, due to optional silences and pronunciation variation. In order to find the correspondence between these two sets of phonemes we first remove all silences, and then apply dynamic time warping [27] to find the best corresponding path between the two sets.

The degradation $D_{\text{sent}}(s, r)$ of a particular sentence $s$ compared to a natural reference signal $r$ is then calculated as the average of the degradations between the corresponding demiphones of the two signals. That notation might not be the best option here because large degradations might influence the perception more than small degradations. In the present study we adopted the average because parameter optimization can be performed relatively straightforwardly. The degradation $D_{\text{sent}}(s, r)$ is calculated as:

$$D_{\text{sent}}(s, r) = \frac{1}{n} \sum D_{\text{local}}(s^n, r^n)$$

(15)

with $n$ the length of the warping path in terms of phonemes, $s^n$ the $k^{th}$ demiphone of $s$ and $r^n$ the $l^{th}$ demiphone of $r$. “Silence” phones are ignored as we assume that their contribution to the perceived quality is quite small. Demiphone degradations that could not be calculated (e.g. due to phones with zero duration) are also taken into account equating their degradations with the largest degradations of the whole sentence. Insertions and deletions are handled in the same manner. The quality $Q_{\text{sent}}(s, r)$ is the inverse of the sentence degradation and is calculated as

$$Q_{\text{sent}}(s, r) = 5 - D_{\text{sent}}(s, r)$$

(16)

$$Q_{\text{sent}}(s, r) = 5 - d w$$

(17)

with $w$ an N-dimensional column vector containing all weights, $d$ an N-dimensional row vector containing the degradations calculated using the sentence $s$ and reference $r$ and $N$ the total number of weights including the intercept. Optimal weights are found by minimizing the errors between the subjective and objective ratings. The number of training sentences $M$ is higher than the number of weights, leading to an overdetermined linear system of equations that can be solved by least-squares regression. Some of the degradation features are highly-correlated (e.g. between delta and delta-delta features, and “positive” and “negative” degradations) and this may result in numerical instability [28]. We used ridge regression to improve the conditioning of the system. This introduces a penalty parameter $\lambda$ (the ridge parameter), which regularizes the size of the weights:

$$w_{\text{ridge}} = \arg \min_w \|w - (5 - D w)\| + \lambda \|w\|$$

(18)

with $\alpha$ an $M$-dimensional column vector containing all aggregated ratings, $\lambda$ an $M$-dimensional column vector containing only lives and $D$ a matrix with dimension $M \times N$ containing all degradation features. The optimal value of the ridge parameter can be found using cross-validation [29]. Flooring or ceiling is applied in order to ensure that the estimated quality value is always within the [1, 5] range. The quality $Q_{\text{sys}}$ of a particular system (i.e. a unique combination of synthesizer setup and a particular speech database) is calculated by averaging the quality of its evaluation sentences. A monotonic mapping function can be trained in order to obtain an estimate closer to the average subjective measurements: $Q_{\text{sys}} = w_0 Q_{\text{sys}} + w_1 Q_{\text{sys}}^2 + w_2 Q_{\text{sys}}^3 + w_3 Q_{\text{sys}}^4$ with $w_{1,2,3} \geq 0, i = 0, 1, \ldots, 3$.

4. Evaluation

We evaluated our objective quality estimation algorithm using a leave-one-system-out cross-validation approach. At each iteration, all data from one system of the BC training data was held-out during training and used only for evaluation purposes. The ITU-T standard PESQ [2] was used as a baseline. It is a standardized algorithm for objective measurement of speech quality of degraded natural speech. PESQ predicts the overall impression rather than the naturalness of the input speech. These two quality subdimensions are typically highly correlated so we expected that the predictions for overall impression should be close to these of naturalness. Each sample was first downsampled to 16 kHz before applying the wideband (16 kHz) version of PESQ. No further preprocessing was applied.

The evaluation was performed at two levels, namely per individual sentence and per system. The figures of merit are cal-
Table 2: Evaluation using leave-one-system-out cross-validation on the BC data. Values on the left of each entry are calculated by mean aggregation, while these on the right are calculated by median aggregation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sentences</th>
<th>System</th>
<th>Sentences</th>
<th>System</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \rho )</td>
<td>0.04 / 0.04</td>
<td>( \rho_s )</td>
<td>0.60 / 0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSE</td>
<td>1.74 / 1.80</td>
<td>RMSE</td>
<td>0.35 / 0.38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Evaluation using leave-one-system-out cross-validation on the BC data. The proposed approach was compared to other models. Results shown here are for median aggregation and sentence quality prediction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Proposed (Ridge Regression)</th>
<th>( \rho )</th>
<th>( \rho_s )</th>
<th>RMSE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \nu )-SVR (linear kernel)</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.62 / 0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \nu )-SVR (RBF kernel)</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.65 / 0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RepTree</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.20 / 0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IB1</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>0.57 / 0.60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: Scatterplot of the predicted and subjective ratings per system, grouped by BC and speaker. Results shown here are for the proposed quality prediction algorithm and median aggregation.

5. Conclusions

We described a relatively simple linear model to predict the naturalness of synthetic speech that was trained and evaluated on English data from the BC 2008 to 2013. An initial experiment with non-linear models indicated that linear models are sufficient for objective quality prediction of synthetic speech, at least when a reference signal is available. Performance of PESQ was quite poor on the BC data. The ITU-T standard POLQA [34] might be more suitable for dealing with synthesized speech than PESQ due to its better handling of timing differences, but this still needs to be investigated. We still need further experiments to confirm the validity of our approach on different languages and voices. This could for example be done using part of the remaining BC data (e.g. English paragraphs, Mandarin Chinese, Indian languages).
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